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Numerical Solution of Integral Equations 
in a Space of Distributions 
A. G. RAMM 
Submuted by C. L. Dolph 
The basic integral equation of random fields estimation theory is of the form (1) 
Rh =,I; where R is a linear integral operator which is an isomorphism between the 
spaces H-, and H,. Here H, = H,(2), a > 0 is the Sobolev space and H .1 is the 
dual space of distributions with support in g = cl Y (closure of L?), and P is the 
domain of signal processing. Convergence of the least squares method and a projec- 
tion method for solving (I ) is established. The basis functions which describe the 
correct singularity in the approximate solutions are suggested. ( 1985 Academic Press. 
Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the equation 
Rh = s N--G Y) h(y) 4 =.0x), xea=9ur, (1) 9 
where 9 c R’ is a (bounded) domain with a (smooth) boundary f. Let us 
assume [ 1 ] that 
R(x, Y) =j P(A) Q ~ '(1) @(x, Y, 2) G(A), (2) A 
where P(2), Q(1) > 0 are polynomials, deg P =p, deg Q = q, q >p, and 
@, p, /i are the spectral kernel, spectral measure, and spectrum of a selfad- 
joint elliptic operator L on L2(W) of order S. This class 9 of equations was 
introduced and studied in [I]. It was proved [ 1 ] that: (i) in general the 
solutions of (1) are distributions; (ii) there exists a unique solution of (1) of 
minimal order of singularity tx=OS (q-p) s; and (iii) this solution was 
calculated analytically in Cl]. It was proved [ 11 that R: HP, -+ H, is an 
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isomorphism. Here H _ a is the space of distributions dual to H, = H,(9) = 
W;(9), a = $(q -p), H,, a 2 0 are the Sobolev spaces. The semilinear form 
(Rh, h) is coercive, and the following estimate holds [ 11: 
c2 Ilhll2.~(Rkh)3c1 IIW., Cl >o, (3) 
where (1 . II --r is the norm in H-,. It is known that H_,, a > 0, can be 
defined as the closure of C?(B) in the norm H -,( R’), I u IL-nCR,) = so” ou 
(1 + I 2 I’)” I ii ( 2 dA, where ii is the Fourier transform, I E 58’. 
2 
The topic of this paper is the numerical solution of Eq. (1). In general, 
Eq. (1) does not have solutions in L2(9). The solution of minimal order of 
singularity ( 6 a) is a distribution [ 11. 
The results of this paper are two-fold: 
(1) Convergence results for a projection method and the least 
squares method for Eq. (1) are formulated and proved. 
(2) A particular choice of basis functions is made. This choice allows 
one to construct the correct singularity in the approximate solutions. 
II. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
1. Projection Methods for Linear Equations with Serfadjoint Operators 
Let A: H -+ H be a linear bounded positive definite operator on a Hilbert 
space H. The equation Ah =f can be solved by projection methods as 
follows. Let { dji> be a (Schauder) basis of H, L, = span (#1 ,..., $,,), P, be 
the orthoprojection on L,. Consider the equation in L, : (*) P,Ah, = P,,f, 
h, E L,. Since h, = P,h, and the operator P,AP, is selfadjoint positive 
definite on the subspace L, equipped with the inner product of H, the 
equation (*) is uniquely solvable in L, for all n. To prove that ) h, - h I + 0 
as n + cc, let us subtract from (*) the equation P,Ah = P, f and obtain 
(w) P,AP,(h, - h) = P,A(h - P,h). Since P, + I strongly and A is boun- 
ded, one has (P,A(h - P,h)l --) 0, n + co. Multiplying (**) by P,(h, - h) 
and using positive definiteness of A, one obtains: c ( P,(h, - h)12 < 
(P,A(h-P,h)lIP,(h,--h)l. This implies that IP,(h,-h)l+O, n--too. 
Thus I h, - h I d ( h, - P,h ) + I P,h - h ( + 0. The proof is complete. Similar 
arguments can be found in [2, Appendix 31 and [3]. 
2 
Let us reduce Eq. (1) to an equation with a linear bounded positive 
definite operator on a Hilbert space H, = L>(9). To do this one needs 
some background in the theory of spaces with negative norms. This 
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background can be found in 143. Let H + c H, be a pair of Hilbert spaces 
H + is densely imbedded in H,,, / ~1 ,. 3 I u I,, = /U /. Let us construct the 
space H with negative norm, H,, c H , I u ( d I II I if II E H,,. Let ,f’~ H,, 
and u E H + Consider I (,f; u),, / < ) ,f’/,, I II / i By Riesz’s theorem about 
linear functionals, one can write (,f; u)() = (.i + h IA) + , where j, : H, -+ H , 
is a linear operator, I j, / < 1. One can define the inner product (.f; g) = 
(,i + f; j + g) + , ,f; g E H,, , and complete H,, in the norm defined by this inner 
product. The space H which is the completion of H, in the norm 
1 ,f’/ = / ,j+ ,f’/ + is called the space with negative norm. The norm I .f‘/ 
can also be defined as I .f’l = sup(,+,,, ,,_ ( I(./; LI)” I I ul + ’ ). Clearly 
I .f‘ I d I .f’ IO 6 I .f I + ifJ’E H,. If UE H, and L’E H-, then the form (v, u) 
is defined such that (2;, U) = (c, II),, if c E H,). Indeed, for I! E H one finds 
L?,, E H,, > I c,, - c I +O. Since I(u,,, uIol d I.i+ c,,/ + Id+ = I~,,1 IuI + the 
form (v,,, u)() is continuous in H with respect to L:,,. One can pass to the 
limit (n+sx.)and obtain the form (c,~), I(u,u)l<Iu )ul+. Let uscon- 
sider .j+ : H,+ H, as an operator from H into H,. This operator is 
defined on a dense in H set H,, and is isometric. Let us extend j, by con- 
tinuity on all of H and prove that the extended operator ,i: H + H + is 
an isometry defined on all of H with the range H, . By the construction 
dom ,j = H and ,i is an isometry. To prove that range ,i = H + assume the 
contrary. Sincej is an isometry rangej is a closed subspace of H + If range 
,j# H + then there exists a u E H + such that 0 = (jr; U) + = (f; ~4)” for all 
,fg H,,. This implies that u = 0. Thus, the range ,j= H + Let us show that 
j=p+p, wherep~ :H -+H,,,p,:H,+H,,andp+ areisometries. Let 
i: H + -+ H,, be the embedding operator. Then the operator ij, : H, + H,, is 
continuous and positive (and therefore injective): (ij + J .f’) = 
(j+.f;,i+.f‘)+ = I,f’l’ Clearly the range (ij,) is dense in H,: if 
(ij+J;g)=O for all.feH,,, then O=(j+,f,j+ g), =(.Ag:)- for allfeH,,. 
Since H, is dense in H it follows that g = 0. Define y = (ij, ) ’ ‘. 
q: H + + Ho. It turns out that q is an isometry between H, and H,,: (qu,, 
quzh=(u,,uJ+. u,,+eH+. Define the adjoint operator by the formula 
(qu>f’), = (u, qy’)o, q* : Ho --f H Then q* is an isometry of H, onto H 
Clearly p + = q ~ ‘, p _ = (q* ) ‘, j -~ ’ = q*q. One can find a complete proof 
of these properties of q*, q in [4]. 
III. CONVERGENCE RESULTS 
Consider Eq. (1) and set H,=L2(9), H, =H+n. Then Eq. (1) can be - 
written as 
qRq*ho =fo, q*h, = h E H- > fo=d~Ho. (4) 
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Equation (4) is an equation in H, with a bounded positive definite 
operator 
Therefore one can apply the projection method described in Section II.1 to 
Eq. (4). Let {tiji> b e a Schauder basis of H, = L’(9). Consider the linite- 
dimensional equation 
equivalent to the equation P,AP,h, = P,J; h, = J$=, a!“)dj. From the 
result of Section II.1 it follows that (5) is uniquel; solvable and 
I/z,-h,l,,-+O as n-* co. Therefore Iq*h,-hi ~ +O as n+ co. 
Let us discuss the computational aspects of the problem. The matrix 
(q&*4,, $ji, = (Rq*#m, q*$ji) and the numbers (4f, 4,) = (f, q*d,) can be 
computed. As {q*#j} one can take any Schauder basis of H- . The system 
{#j} will be the isometric image of (q*dj} under the mapping 
(q*) --I =p _ . Let us suggest a system {q*4j} for numerical computations. 
Let B be a ball containing 9, { tij} be the orthonormal basis of L2( B) con- 
sisting of the eigenfunctions of the Dirichlet Laplacian in B. The functions 
tii, known explicitly, form a basis in H,(B) for any - cc < s < co. The 
norm in H,(B) is equivalent to the norm I u 1: = I A”“u I b. The prime denotes 
the norm corresponding to B. This norm can be defined also as I u 1: = 
(II,“= 1 Aj I uj12}“2, where -Ale/j = ijt,bj in B, $j = 0 on aB, uj = (u, $j)L2cBj, 
-coco<s<. Asa basisofH,(B), -coco~sco, onecan take {tij). Since 
the series c,?=i ujtij converges in H, lul:<oo. If UEH,,UEH_,, then 
u(u) = (u, u) = c,?= i ujV, and the series converges absolutely. This is analog 
of the Parseval equality. Every element u E H,(9), -cc <s < 03, can be 
considered as an element of H,(B), 9 c B. The elements of H,(9) can be 
considered as elements of H,(B) with the support in cl 9 (closure of 9). 
Therefore { I+$,} is also a basis of H -,(9). However, if one chooses a basis 
of HP, which consists of smooth functions then any partial sum of the 
series in these functions is a smooth function. This means that although the 
projection method with these basis functions converges in H ~ a, one cannot 
see clearly from the partial sums the nature of the singularity of the 
solution. In the next section a particular choice of the basis functions is 
suggested. This choice leads to the correct singularity in the approximate 
solution. 
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3 
The singular support of the solution of Eq. (1) with a smooth f is the 
boundary r[ 11. The solution is of the form [ 11: h = Q(L) F, FE H,([W’), 
where F is smooth in 2% and in 52 = lFY\g. Moreover, Q(L) F= 0 in Sz, so 
that supp hcg. Thus, 
h = Q(L)f+ c b,(s) Sl-“, 
j=O 
(6) 
where 6, is the delta-function supported on r, and b,(s) are smooth coef- 
ficients, s E r. 
We assume for simplicity that the data, i.e., r, J’and the coefficients of 
the operator L introduced in Section I, are smooth, say C”, although some 
finite smoothness would do. The distribution b,(s) Syl is defined as (6,6p), 
4) = (- 1 )I” jr D’(h,d) ds. Here D is the derivative along the outer normal 
to ZY Let { dj} be a basis of H, = HJ.9). The regular part of h, namely, 
h, = Q(L)f; can be approximated in H, by linear combinations of 4, with a 
prescribed accuracy. Let us pick a basis {q,} of L*(r) and look for an 
approximate solution to (1) of the form 
h,,,,, = i C;.“’ qSi + ‘1’ f aj:“‘q,(s) SF) 
,= I ,=I ,=I 
(7) 
and choose the coefficients C!“’ and uj:,,) so that 
E ,,n, - I Rh,,,,, -.f I I = min. (8) 
This is a least squares method, a variant of the general projection method. 
Convergence of this method under assumption (3) follows immediately 
from Lemma 1: 
LEMMA 1. Let R: H, -+ H2 be a linear bounded isomorphism between two 
Banach spaces. Let ) Rh, -f ) 2 + 0, N -+ co, where f E H, and h, E H, . Then 
there exists an h E H, such that 1 h, - h 1 L -+ 0 and Rh =f 
Remark 1. One applies this lemma to Eq. (8), H, = H,, H, = H ~ ?. 
Proof1 By assumption Rh, =f +fN, / fN I2 --+ 0. Since R is a linear 
bounded isomorphism and ,f + fN E H,, one has h, = R -~ 'f + R ‘fN, 
IR -‘f,l, +O. Let h=R -!t Then Ih,,-hi, +O. The proof is complete. 
From Lemma 1 it follows that if E,, + 0 then h,, +“_a h, where h solves 
(11, and L, is defined in (7). Here nm plays the role of N. If the set 
Fuji vl;b), V),= 1.1 <r<c I (9) 
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is complete in HP 9 (i.e., the set of linear combinations of the above 
functions is dense in H _ .), then E,, + 0 as n + a, m + co. If {#j} forms a 
basis of H, and (ylj} f orms a basis of L2(f), then the system (9) is complete 
in HP,. 
Remark 2. The system {4j} IS complete in H ~I since H, is dense in 
H 
(1) 4s 
and 1 . 1 ~z d 1 . lo. We use the set (9) because the exact solution to 
of the form (6). The numbers n and m in (7) can be increased 
independently. 
Problem (8) leads to a linear system for the coefficients Cjn), a(?). This 
system is uniquely solvable for any n, m since its matrix is positive’definite 
due to (3). Lemma 1 guarantees that the approximate solution h,, con- 
verges in H --? to the solution of equation (1). 
EXAMPLE. Consider the equation 
il, exp(-Ix-y1)hdy=f(x), -l<x<l (10) 
of the type (1). Its solution is [ 1, p. 791 
h=f{-f”+f}+~6(x+1){-f’(-1)+f(-1)}+~6(x-l){f’(l)+f(l)}. 
(11) 
Here 6(x - a) is the delta-function, f is assumed to be smooth, 
e-l’l =_f_ 
i 
= di A*+ 1 
271 CT. 
evW4 cn2 + 1 ),2, P(i) = 1, Q(l) =2, 
@dp=(2n)-‘exp{iA(x-y)}, L=-i(d/dx), ~=l, s=l,p=O,q=2,cc=l 
(see Sect. I. 1 and [ 1, Chap. 11). Let d, = cos(jzx), 
A,,= c Cfj,(x)+Ah(x- 1)+X$x+ 1). (12) 
/=o 
Here one does not need the functions n,(s) since the boundary consists of 
two points -1, 1. One has Rh,,=x;=l C,i!, exp( - Ix-y1)(6,(y)dy+ 
Ae-‘eX+ Be-lee”= cj’= 1 Cjtjj(x) + sex + beex, where tjj = RqSj, a = Ae ~ I, 
b = Be- ‘. Problem (8) takes the form 
E,,(Cj.a,b)=j’ 
-I 
15 C#,+ae’+be '-f i2dx 
,=o 
+Jl, IzC,$j+oe’-be ‘-f’i2dx=min. (13) 
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The linear system for C,, u, h is 
(14) 
The matrix of this linear system is 
Q,,=($,,$,),, -26i,.idn, (.fi 81, = [’ (.fi +.f”d d-5 
” I 
(15) 
I/I -,=e~ ‘, *- 2=ei. 
The matrix aii is positive definite. Therefore for any n the system (14) is 
uniquely solvable for C,, u, h. From Lemma 1 it follows that 
IA,, -hl 1 + 0, where h,, is defined by ( 12) and h is defined by ( 11). 
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